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Detailed magnetization measurementsMsT,H ,ud, were performed on single crystals of TbPtIn and
TmAgGe sboth members of the hexagonal Fe2P/ZrNiAl structure typed for the magnetic fieldH applied
perpendicular to the crystallographicc axis. These data allowed us to identify, for each compound, the easy
axes for the magnetization, which coincided with high symmetry directionssf120g for TbPtIn andf110g for
TmAgGed. For fixed orientations of the field along each of the two sixfold symmetry axes, a number of
magnetically ordered phases is being revealed byMsH ,Td measurements belowTN. Moreover,
T.2 K, uMsHduu measurements for both compoundsswith H applied parallel to the basal planed, as well as
T=20 K data for TbPtIn, reveal five metamagnetic transitions with simple angular dependencies
Hci,j ,1/cossu±wd, wherew=0° or 60°. The high-field magnetization state varies withu as 2/3msatsR3+dcosu,
and corresponds to a crystal field limited saturated paramagnetic state. Analysis of these data allowed us to
model the angular dependence of the locally saturated magnetizationsMsat and critical fieldsHc with a three
coplanar Ising-like model, in which the magnetic moments are assumed to be parallel to three adjacent easy
axes. Furthermore, net distributions of moments were inferred based on the measured data and the proposed
model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of crystalline electric fieldsCEFd anisotropy
on metamagnetism in intermetallic compounds have been of
interest for a long time,1,2 and numerous studies of angular-
dependent local moment metamagnetism show that simple
geometric relationships exist between the critical fields of the
metamagnetic phase transitions, and the angle that the ap-
plied field makes with the corresponding easy axis. One
simple case is that of TbNi2Ge2,

3 a tetragonal compound
with Tb ions in tetragonal point symmetry, where, at low
temperatures, the crystalline electric fieldsCEFd anisotropy
confines the local moments along thec sf001gd crystallo-
graphic axissIsing-like systemd. Consequently, several meta-
magnetic transitions are observed, with the critical field val-
uesHc having a 1/cosu dependence on the angle between
the applied fieldH and thec axis. A more complex situation
is encountered when the magnetic moments are allowed
more degrees of freedom, i.e., when the CEF anisotropy con-
strains them to an easy plane. This is the case in the tetrag-
onal compoundsRNi2B2C,4–6 with R=Tb-Er, andRAgSb2
sRef. 7d for R=Dy. TheR ions are again in tetragonal point
symmetry and the local moments are confined to four
equivalentf110g or f100g crystallographic directions; thus the
angular dependent magnetization measurements, when the
field is applied in the basal plane, reveal the fourfold aniso-
tropy of the longitudinal magnetization that reflects the sym-
metry of the unit cell. The angular dependencies of the lo-
cally saturated magnetizationsMsat and the critical fieldsHc
could be treated by simple analysis, and plausible net distri-
bution of moments could be inferred for each metamagnetic
phase.5,7 Kalatsky and Pokrovsky8 elaborated the four-
position clock model, which agrees well with the observed
metamagnetism in HoNi2B2C and DyAgSb2.

Initially thought to be improbable, angular-dependent
metamagnetism in extremely planar systems is now an ac-

cepted and understandable event in tetragonal compounds;
but this has not yet been well studied in hexagonal com-
pounds, which is the motivation for the present analysis. Re-
cently we reported the presence of metamagnetism in a hex-
agonal class of materials, i.e., theRAgGe compounds, for
R=Tb-Tm.9 They crystallize in the ZrNiAl-type structure, an
ordered variant of the hexagonal Fe2P family. In this struc-
ture, there is a unique rare-earth site in the unit cell, with the
rare earth ions occupying equivalent 3g positions with ortho-
rhombic point symmetrysFig. 1d. The anisotropic suscepti-
bility was found to be axial for TbAgGe and progressed to-
wards extremely planar for TmAgGe. The physical
properties of the TmAgGe compoundsantiferromagnetic or-
dering in the ground state, extremely planar anisotropy,
metamagnetism when the applied field was perpendicular to
the c axisd are very similar to those of the isostructural
TbPtIn system, previously only known in polycrystalline
form,10,11 making both compounds good candidates for the

FIG. 1. Projection of the ZrNiAl-type crystal structure along the
hexagonalc axis.R: large circles,M sPt or Agd: medium circles,X
sIn or Ged: small circles. Light circles:z=0 plane, dark circles:z
=1/2 plane.fNote: the Pt or Ag atomssmedium circlesd appear in
both planes.g
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study of the angular-dependent metamagnetism in hexagonal
systems. In both TmAgGe and TbPtIn theR ions occupy the
same site, whereas both ligands are different. Having two
such systems will allow us to show that the behavior we find
is not specific to one compound, but a more general result
associated with this structure, or perhaps with the orthorhom-
bic point symmetry in a hexagonal unit cell. As we shall see,
the Néel temperature is much higher for TbPtIns46.0 Kd
than for TmAgGes4.2 Kd, with the former also showing a
possible spin reorientation transition at a fairly high tempera-
ture sTm=27.4 Kd. This latter transition in TbPtIn was
missed by the measurements on polycrystalline samples,11

where even the nature of the magnetically ordered state be-
low ,50 K was not identified. Thus we can once again em-
phasize the advantage of analysis on single crystals rather
than on polycrystalline samples.

This paper is organized as follows: after a brief descrip-
tion of the experimental methods, we present theMsT,Hd
data on TbPtIn, emphasizing the complexity of its ordered
state, for field orientations along the two in-plane, high sym-
metry directions. This is followed by theMsH ,ud measure-
ments at low temperature, from which the values of the lo-
cally saturated magnetizations and critical fields as a
function of u were extracted. Next, we will introduce a
model for the net distribution of moments, which we subse-
quently use to calculate the expected, locally saturated mag-
netizationsMj and the critical fieldssfor the transition from
statei to statejd Hci,j as functions ofu. This will be followed
by a comparison of how the calculated and experimentalMj
andHci,j values vary with the angle between the applied field
H and the easy axis for this compound.

Similar measurements performed on TmAgGe will then
be shown, leading to the corresponding experimentalMjsud
andHci,jsud phase diagrams, which we will again map onto
the appropriate model calculation. We will also analyze simi-
lar MsH ,ud data of TbPtIn forT=20 K, and use the same
model in order to characterize a magnetic phase present only
at higher temperatures. Finally, we will summarize our key
results and also indicate how our model can be generalized
to a variety of possible point symmetries in tetragonal and
hexagonal systems.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Using an initial concentration of Tb0.05Pt0.05In0.90, clean
hexagonal rods of TbPtIn were grown. This In-rich self-flux
was used because of its low-melting temperature and because
it introduces no new elements into the melt. The constituent
elements were placed in alumina crucibles and sealed in
quartz tubes under partial argon pressure; subsequently they
were heated up to 1200 °C, and then cooled down to 800 °C
over 48 h. Removal of the excess liquid solution revealed
hexagonal rods with thec axis along the axis of the rod. The
crystal structure was confirmed by room temperature powder
x-ray diffraction measurements, using CuKa radiation, from
which the lattice parametersa=s7.55±0.01d Å and c
=s3.88±0.01d Å were also obtained using the Rietica Ri-
etveld refinement program. It is worth noting that the above
temperature profile yielded in most cases well-formed, fairly

good crystalsfresidual resistivity ratiosRRRd=5.2g, how-
ever, some of the crystals had hollow channels in the center,
sometimes with flux inclosures, and the quality of the result-
ing hexagonal rods seems to only deteriorate with slower
cooling ratessi.e., for a 400°C/100 h cooling rate, more or
all of the resulting crystals were hollowd. In order to avoid
errors due to flux inclosures, which would lend more uncer-
tainty to the measured values, carefully chosen, well-formed
crystals were used for all measurements. Single crystals of
TmAgGe were also flux grown out of Ag-Ge self flux, as
described in detail in Morosanet al.9

Magnetic measurements were performed in a Quantum
Design Magnetic Properties Measurement SystemsMPMSd
superconducting quantum interference devicesSQUIDd mag-
netometer, with a specially modified sample holder to allow
the rotation of the sample so that itsc axis stays perpendicu-
lar to the applied magnetic field. Additional measurements
up to 140 kG were also taken, using an extraction magneto-
meter in a Quantum Design Physical Properties Measure-
ment SystemsPPMSd. In order to avoid torque on the rotator
due to the extreme anisotropy of the samples, small mass
samplesfi.e., m=s0.40±0.05d mg in the case of TbPtIn and
m=s0.54±0.05d mg for TmAgGeg were used for the angular-
dependent measurements. To correct for the large weighing
errors that would result from such small masses, we used a
13.55 mg TbPtIn sample and a 2.40 mg TmAgGe sample,
respectively, to measureMsHd curves for u=0° and 30°
swith the angleu measured between the applied fieldH and
the easy axis, as described belowd. Whereas some errors are
still introduced by this calibration due to the manual orien-
tation of the large samples, the angular accuracy with which
we are able to orient them is probably within 10°. The vari-
ousMsH ,ud measurements on the smaller samples were than
calibrated using the data for the larger mass pieces; this is
believed to be very accurate given that the angular uncer-
tainty in the rotator is less than 1°. There is additional uncer-
tainty introduced by possible misalignment of the small
piece with thec axis exactly perpendicular to the applied
field sdue to the construction of the sample holder, this mis-
alignment should not be more than 10°d.

Laue experiments have been performed on well-formed
single crystals. They confirmed that the as-grown facettes of
the hexagonal rods are alternatingly parallel to thes101d and
s011d crystallographic planessthe macroscopic facettes are
aligned with the hexagonal unit cell axesf100g or f010gd.

III. TbPtIn

Figure 2 shows the inverse magnetic susceptibility for
TbPtIn, as well as the low-temperature magnetization in the
inset. This compound appears to order antiferromagnetically
belowTN=46.0 K, with what is probably a spin reorientation
or a commensurate-to-incommensurate transition aroundTm
=27.4 K, as indicated by the peaks in thedsM pT/Hd /dT
plot12 in Fig. 3sad. In the determination of these temperature
values,M /H represents the polycrystalline average suscepti-
bility xave, calculated as

xave=
1

3
xc +

2

3
xab

or, when measurements have been done along all three sa-
lient directions,
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xave=
1

3
sxf001g + xf100g + xf120gd.

The above temperatures are further confirmed by theCpsTd
andrsTd si iabd data, also shown in Figs. 3sbd and 3scd.

In the ordered state, as well as in the paramagnetic state
up to ,100 K, the susceptibility is extremely anisotropic,
with the local Tb moments confined to theab plane at low
temperatures. To check the origin of the anisotropy in the
paramagnetic state, single crystals of YPtIn were grown,
with a small number of nonmagnetic Y3+ ions substituted
with magnetic Tb3+ ions. The extremely anisotropic suscep-
tibility and magnetization of the diluted compound demon-
strate that this is single-ion anisotropy associated with the
CEF splitting of the Hund’s rule ground stateJ multiplet.
From the Curie-Weiss effective moment, as determined from
the average inverse susceptibilitysFig. 4d, the concentration
x of the diluted compoundsTbxY1−xdPtIn is x=0.024,
whereas the high-field magnetization equals,5.6mB/Tb3+.
sIf we assume the high field magnetization to be
,6.25mB/Tb3+, as expected based on the model described
below, the resulting concentration will bex=0.019.d

For temperatures higher than 150 K, Curie-Weiss behav-
ior of the pure TbPtIn compound can be inferredsFig. 2d
from the linear inverse susceptibilities, resulting in aniso-
tropic Weiss temperaturesQab=39.0 K andQc=23.3 K. The
polycrystalline average susceptibilityxave yielded an effec-
tive momentmeff=9.74mB/Tb3+, very close to the theoretical
value 9.72mB; the corresponding Weiss temperature isQave
=33.3 K.

The field-dependent magnetization measurements shown
in Fig. 5sad not only confirm the in-plane–out-of-plane an-
isotropy observed in the ordered state, but also indicate an-
isotropic magnetization within the basal plane. Moreover,
several metamagnetic transitions can be seen for the field
parallel to theab plane, for fields up to 140 kG in theMsHd
data, and for the magnetoresistance measurements up to
90 kG in Fig. 5sbd. The geometry of the crystals led to more

uncertainty in orienting the resistance pieces than the ones
for magnetization measurements; therefore we can infer the
approximate orientation of the magnetoresistance sample
with respect to the applied field, by comparing the
DrsHd /rs0d datafFig. 5sbdg with the MsHd curves forH iab
fFig. 5sadg: since various features in the magnetoresistance
measurements occur closer to the critical fields inMsf120gd,
we can assume that the field was almost parallel to thef120g
direction.(The sharp drop inrsHd below ,1 kG fFig. 5sbdg
is very likely due to superconductivity of residual In flux on
the surface of our resistance bar.) For H along thec axis, the
magnetization increases almost linearly with increasing field
fFig. 5sadg, while staying far smaller thanMab.

At the highest applied fieldsH=140 kGd, the magnetiza-
tion values for the three shown orientations areMsf110gd
=5.86mB/Tb, Msf120gd=6.45mB/Tb, and Msf001gd
=0.92mB/Tb. Whereas the extreme planar anisotropy of

FIG. 2. Anisotropic inverse susceptibility of TbPtInssymbolsd
and the calculated averageslined; inset: low-temperature anisotropic
susceptibilities.

FIG. 3. sad Low-temperaturedsxaveTd /dT, with vertical dotted
lines marking the peaks positions;sbd specific heatCpsTd; inset:
magnetic entropySmsTd; scd low-temperature resistivityrsTd, for
current flowing in the basal planesi iabd.
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TbPtIn and the anisotropy within theab plane recommended
this compound for a study of the angular-dependent meta-
magnetism, the fact that the magnetization values were
smaller in all three directions than the calculatedmsat=9mB
for Tb3+ ions is somewhat intriguing. One plausible explana-
tion for the low magnetization values would be the existence
of more metamagnetic transitions for fields unaccessible with

our measurement systemssi.e., above 140 kGd. Another pos-
sibility is that an additional energy scalessuch as CEF split-
tingd exists, that confines the three local moments to three
distinct, noncollinear, in-plane orientations. As shall be
shown below, we believe the latter to be the more likely
scenario.

In order to determine the easy axes of the system, we
continuously rotated a small piece of the diluted sample
sTbxY1−xdPtIn sx<0.02d in an applied fieldH=55 kG sper-
pendicular tocd; for constant temperatureT=2 K, the corre-
sponding magnetization measurement, shown as open sym-
bols in Fig. 6, roughly follows a cosu dependencessolid
lined around the closestf120g-equivalent directionssi.e., u
=60°n, n=integerd, where the maxima occur. As we have
seen before, the concentration of the diluted sample isx
=s0.0215±0.0025d; given this uncertainty, the absolute value
of the magnetizationMsud in Fig. 6 could not be determined,
and thus we scaled the data to the maximum value,Msu
=0°d. Similar behavior appears in the pure TbPtIn com-
poundsfull symbols in Fig. 6d, where the measured data have
also been scaled to their corresponding maximum value at
u=0°. We can conclude that the easy axes of the TbPtIn
system are thef120g directions. However, dramatic depar-
tures from the cosu angular dependence can be noticed. The
magnetization for TbPtIn, indicative of strong interactions
between the local moments, is also consistent with various
metamagnetic states crossing theH=55 kG line at different
angles. Based on the above data, we will consider the easy
axes to be thef120g-equivalent directions, and the angleu
will be measured from the closest easy axis.

In order to get an idea about the various metamagnetic
states in this compound, we first explored changes of the
critical fields and temperatures for two fixed orientations.
The correspondinguMsTduH,u and uMsHduT,u measurements
shown in Figs. 7 and 8 have been used to determine the
H-T phase diagrams for the two in-plane high symmetry di-
rections,H i f120g and H i f110g, respectively. As illustrated

FIG. 4. Anisotropic inverse susceptibilityssymbolsd and calcu-
lated averageslined of Tb0.025Y0.975PtIn for H=1 kG; upper inset:
low-temperature anisotropic susceptibility; lower inset: field-
dependent anisotropic magnetization, forT=2 K.

FIG. 5. sad Anisotropic field-dependent magnetizationsincreas-
ing and decreasing field data indicated by arrowsd andsbd transverse
magnetoresistance, for increasingssymbolsd and decreasingslined
field.

FIG. 6. Msud of TbPtInsfull circlesd and Tb0.025Y0.975PtIn sopen
circlesd for T=2 K andH=55 kG,H'c. The solid line represents
the calculatedMmaxcossu−n60°d, n integer. Note:u=0° is defined
at thef120g direction.
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in the insets in these figures, the points in these phase dia-
grams have been determined from local maxima in
dsMTd /dT sfull circles in Fig. 9d for fixed fields, and in
dM /dH sopen circles in Fig. 9d for variousMsHd isotherms.
Even though in Fisheret al.12 the maxima indsMTd /dT cri-
terion is described only for antiferromagnetic systems, we
apply it here not only for the AF state, but also for high-field
states, where the magnetization has a net ferromagnetic com-
ponent. We are confident that small errors are thus intro-
duced, given the consistency of the critical field and tem-
perature values obtained from bothdsMTd /dT and dM /dH
derivativessfull and open symbols, respectively, in Fig. 9d.
Given that the transition peaks were broad for some field and
temperature values, we used Lorentzian fits of the corre-
sponding derivativessthick lines in Figs. 7 and 8, insetsd to
determine the critical valuesHc andTc.

The resultingH-T phase diagrams forH i f120g fFig. 9sadg
andH i f110g ffig. 9scdg are qualitatively similar, at low tem-
peratures and low fields showing the metamagnetic states
already seen in theMsHd data in Fig. 5. ForH i f120g, Fig.
9sad shows that the antiferromagnetic ground state persists
up to about 20 kG, followed by a small intermediate stateM1

sbetween,20 and 28 kGd and a higher field stateM2 up to
,54 kG; as field is being further increased, the paramagnetic
PM state is reached, as already indicated in Fig. 5sad by the
horizontal plateaux measured up to 140 kG.sAt low tem-
peratures, this is a crystal-field limited saturated paramag-
netic CL-SPM state, in which, as discussed below, all mo-
ments are assumed to be in their “up” positions, while still
confined by the strong CEF energy to three distinct, noncol-
linear directions within the basal plane.d When moving up in
temperature at low fields, we find the antiferromagnetic
ground state to extend up to,27.4 K, whereas the magnetic
ordered state persists up to,46.0 K; both transition tem-
peratures have been already observedsFigs. 2 and 3d. The
M1 phase exists below,5.0 K, after which, for a limited
temperature ranges5.0 K,T,15.0 Kd, there is a direct
transition from theAF to the M2 state. Between 15.0 and
27.4 K, or 18.4 and 2.0 kG, respectively, another intermedi-
ate phaseM4 forms. The inset in Fig. 8sad represents an
example of two isothermal cuts of thef120g phase diagram
in Fig. 9sad: the phase boundaries of the bubblelike phaseM4
are very close in field at constantT, and so the lower peak in
the T=20.0 K isothermal derivativedM /dH is poorly de-

FIG. 7. MsTd data for various fields for two in-plane orienta-
tions of the applied field:sad H i f120g for H=1, 2, 7.5, 15, 20, 25,
30, 40, 45, 50, and 55 kG andsbd H i f110g for H=1, 2.5, 3.5, 5, 7.5,
10, 15, 20, 26, 30, 37.5, 40, 42.5, 45, 50, and 55 kG. The insets
show enlargedMsTd ·T derivativessdotted linesd for H=20 kG, to-
gether with the Lorentzian fits of the maximassolid linesd, to ex-
amplify how the points represented by full symbols on theH-T
phase diagrams were determined.

FIG. 8. MsHd isotherms for two in-plane orientations of the
applied field:sad H i f120g for T=3, 5, 10, 15, 17.5, 20, 25, 30, 35,
37.5, 40, and 45 K andsbd H i f110g for T=2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
35, 40, 42.5, 45, and 47.5 K. Insets show enlargedMsHd deriva-
tives sdotted linesd for T=20 and 30 K, for the corresponding field
directions, together with the Lorentzian fits of the maximassolid
linesd, to examplify how the points represented by open symbols on
the H-T phase diagrams were determined.
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fined; the two higher peaks are fairly sharp, similar to the
one defining theM2 to PM transition in theT=30.0 K iso-
therm. However, as we move down in field along the latter
isotherm, one broad peak around 15.4 K may indicate the
crossing of another almost horizontal phase boundaryslead-
ing into theM5 stated, and thus hard to identify indsMTd /dT.
One more peak atHc.3.4 kG is indicative of possibly an-
other phaseAF8 existing below this field, between 28 and
46.0 K. This is consistent with an antiferromagnetic ordered
state below 46.0 K, with an incommensurate-commensurate
transition around 28 K which frequently occurs in interme-
tallic compounds.

For H i f110g fFig. 9scdg the H-T phase diagram is fairly
similar, with only a few differences: a far less distinctM1
phase and a lower upper boundary for theM2 region. How-
ever, the most notable difference is a new high-field phase
M3, whose upper boundary is determined by the points indi-
cated with small arrows in Fig. 7sbd. fAs the field is being
increased towards 140 kG, this line becomes almost vertical,
making it difficult to identify also inuMsHduT measurements.g

In order to see how theH-T phase diagram evolves from
H i f120g to H i f110g, we collected comparableuMsTduH
and uMsHduT data for an intermediate orientation of the ap-
plied fieldsapproximately 12° from the easy axisf120gd. Fig-
ure 10sad shows theseMsTd curves forH=1–70 kG,with
the small arrows indicating the highest-T transition at each
field value, as determined from thedsMTd /dT maxima.
Thus, the uppermost phase boundary in Fig. 9sbd, represent-
ing the phase diagram for this intermediate position, can be
followed in field up toH=65 kG sfull symbolsd. For this
orientation, we can also identify this line in theMsHd data,
and an example is shown in Fig. 10sbd for theT=10 K MsHd
isotherm and itsdM /dH derivative. Overall, the features
common to both Figs. 9sad and 9scd are also present in Fig.
9sbd; moreover, in going from thef110g to the f120g direc-
tion, the M3 phase is being compressed, such that in the

FIG. 9. H-T phase diagrams forsad H i f120g and scd H i f110g, as determined from the magnetization data in Figs. 7 and 8, with an
intermediate field orientation phase diagramssee textd shown insbd.

FIG. 10. sad MsTd data for various fields:H=1 kG and
5–70 kGsDH=5 kGd for the intermediate field directionssee textd.
The small arrows indicate the highest-field transitions at the corre-
sponding temperature.sbd MsHd for T=10 K, and the correspond-
ing derivative, as an example of how the open symbols on the
upper-most phase line in Fig. 9sbd have been determined.
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intermediate position the phase boundary separating it from
PM is fully delineated below 70 kG. Given the clear in-plane
anisotropy of the magnetizationsFigs. 5–10d, it becomes de-
sirable to systematically determine the angular dependence
of the critical fieldsHci,jsud and locally saturated magnetiza-
tions Mjsud of the H'c metamagnetic transitions atT
=2 K.

Figure 11 shows a series of magnetization isothermssT
=2 Kd measured at various angles relative to the easy axis.
The critical fieldsHci,j, for the transition between statesi and
j , were determined from maxima indM /dH, as exemplified
in Fig. 12, and are shown as full symbols in Fig. 13sad. In
most cases, Lorentzian fits of the derivative peaks were used
ssolid line in Fig. 12d to more accurately determine the criti-
cal field values. The open symbols in Fig. 13 represent re-
flections of the measured data across theu=0° direction;
whenever the measured points extend beyond the 0°–30° re-
gion, they almost coincide with the calculated reflections, as
expected for a symmetry direction.

For uø12° the antiferromagnetic AF ground state exists
for fields up to about 20 kG, after which two closely spaced
metamagnetic transitions occur, with critical fields, atu=0°,
HcAF,1=20.5 kG sfor the AF to M1 transitiond and Hc1,2

=27.7 kGscorresponding to the transition from theM1 to the
M2 stated. A third transition fromM2 to CL-SPM, around a
critical field Hc2,CL-SPM=53.7 kG, changes very little with
angle up tou<8°; for higher angles, another metamagnetic
state M3 forms, being delineated by two distinct critical
fields Hc2,3 andHc3,CL-SPM. As the former decreases with the
angle, the latter soon reaches values around the maximum
field of 55 kG available in the SQUID magnetometer used
for these measurements. In order to follow this latest transi-
tion in higher magnetic fields, additional measurements were
taken in a different magnetometer, for fields up to 70 kG, and
a slightly different temperaturesT=1.85 Kd; these data are
shown in the inset in Fig. 11sad, but by u=12°, Hc3,CL-SPM
becomes larger than 70 kG, therefore we can only anticipate
that this transition still exists for larger angles.sThe H-T
phase diagramsfFigs. 9sbd and 9scdg seem to indicate that
this critical field value increases from,68 kG foru>12°, to
more than 140 kG atu=30°.d Slight differences can be no-
ticed between the data sets taken in the two machines, very
likely due to the different temperatures at which they were
taken. A linear scaling of the two data sets by a factor of
,1.07 was necessary, for both the magnetization values and
the critical fields; the scaling of the magnetization values can
be explained by an assumption of slightly different angles
between the applied field and the rotator axis in each mag-
netometer, while the field values may have changed withT
according to the phase diagrams in Fig. 9.

After the scaling of the two data sets, and after additional
calibration to the measurements on the large mass 13.55 mg
piece, the locally saturated magnetization values were deter-
mined. The criterium used for determining the magnetization
for each statesMjd, was the onsetMsHd valuesFig. 12d, i.e.,
the intersection of the linear fit of theMj2 magnetization
plateau and the highest-slope linear fit of theMsHd curve
during theMj1 to Mj2 transition. More attention was given to

FIG. 11. MsHd isotherms atT=2.0 K for sad 0° øuø12° and
sbd 12°øuø30° sDu=1°d; inset: enlarged high field,T=1.85 K
ssee textd isotherms. Arrows indicate the direction of increasingu.

FIG. 12. EnlargedMsH ;u=12°d plot, and the corresponding
derivative, illustrating the criteria used in determining the points in
Fig. 13: large dot on thedM /dH plot indicates the critical field
value, determined by the maximum of the Lorentzian fitssolid lined
of the peak; straight lines on theMsHd plot are fits to the magneti-
zation plateausthind, extrapolated down to intersect the maximum-
slope linesthickd, giving theM2 valueslarge dotd. Note: the quality
of the Lorentzian fit is representative of some of the poorer fits.
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determining the magnetization for the first statesM1d, due to
the limited field range over which this state exists. Several
criteria tried in this casefonset value, midpoint between tran-
sitions, minimum indM /dH or midpoint on the appropriate
linear region on theMsHd curvesg resulted in almost identi-
cal angular dependencies ofM1; moreover, using any of the
aforementioned criteria, we were still unable to follow this
state in theMsHd curves for angles beyond 25°.

For u.12°, the similar two sets of measurements are
shown in Fig. 11sbd. The same criteria were used for the
determination ofMjsud and Hci,jsud. The two lower meta-
magnetic transitions can also be seen in this region, while of
the higher two, onlyHc2,3 is within our field range; as the
angle increases, the first two transitions move closer in field
sHcAF,1 increases, whileHc1,2 does not vary significantly with

ud, such that theM1 state becomes very narrow, making its
determination very difficult.M2 and M3 however appear as
well defined plateaus, continuously decreasing, and increas-
ing respectively, from the local extremum values seen atu
=0°. Hc2,3 has a minimum of 38.9 kG aroundu=30°.

The magnetization curves revealed four metamagnetic
states, and their angular dependence is presented in Fig.
13sbd: M1, M2, and MCL-SPM, which have local maxima at
u=0° around 1.08mB/Tb, 3.00mB/Tb, and 6.25mB/Tb, re-
spectively, andM3 which exists only beyondu=8° and has a
maximum of 5.06mB/Tb atu=30°. Similar to theHci,j in Fig.
13sad, the open symbols in Fig. 13sbd represent reflections of
the measured data across theu=0° seasy axisd direction.

The dotted lines in Figs. 13sad and 13sbd are fits toHci,jsud
and Mjsud, respectively, as calculated based on the model

FIG. 13. sad Measured critical fieldsHci,j and
sbd locally saturated magnetizationsMj sfull sym-
bolsd as a function of angleu measured from the
f120g direction. Open symbols are reflections of
the measured data across theu=0° direction.
Also shown are the calculated angular dependen-
cies sdotted linesd.
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that will be discussed below. Their angular dependencies are
described by 1/cossu±w jd and cossu±w jd, respectively, with
w j =0°, 30°, or 60°. These values are integer or half-integer
multiples of 360° /n, wheren=6 in our hexagonal system.
Considering the sixfold symmetry of the this compound,
these simple geometrical relationships render TbPtIn as very
similar to RNi2B2C sRefs. 5 and 6d or DyAgSb2,

7 tetragonal
compounds where the analogsw j values were 0°, 45°, or 90°
sinteger or half-integer multiples of 360° /n, wheren=4d. As
seen earlier in the cases of the tetragonal compounds
HoNi2B2C sRef. 5d or DyAgSb2,

7 simple angular dependen-
cies of the critical fields, as well as of the locally saturated
magnetizations exist in the hexagonal compound TbPtIn; this
will be further confirmed by similar geometrical relation-
ships that appear to exist in TmAgGe.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

The field- and temperature-dependent magnetization mea-
surements on TbPtInsFigs. 2 and 5d have shown that this
compound is extremely anisotropic, with the magnetic mo-
ments confined to the hexagonal basal plane. Moreover,
when the direction of the applied field is varied within the
basal plane, sixfold anisotropy of the saturated magnetization
is revealed in both TbPtIn and its dilutionsTbxY1−xdPtIn
sFig. 6d. Consequently, detailed magnetization measurements
with H'c were performed, allowing us to quantitatively de-
scribe the angular dependencies of the critical fieldsHci,j and
locally saturated magnetizationsMj sFig. 13d. By analogy to
the four-position clock model5,7,8 for tetragonal systems, we
are now proposing a simple model for the net distribution of
moments in the hexagonal compound TbPtIn: three coplanar
Ising-like systems, 60° apart in the basal plane. Such a hy-
pothesis was first suggested by the high-field magnetization
values observed in the pure compound TbPtIn, as well as in
the highly dilutedsTbxY1−xdPtIn. As the maximum measured
magnetization for TbPtIn was around 6mB/Tb3+ sfar smaller
than the calculated 9mB valued, it is reasonable to assume the
existence of more metamagnetic transitions beyond our
maximum applied fieldH=140 kG. However, in the highly
diluted compound, where, within our field and temperature
ranges, we are only probing the paramagnetic state, the mag-
netization also reaches only,6mB/Tb3+ at the highestH.
This is consistent with theM =6mB/Tb3+ corresponding to a
crystal-field-limited saturated paramagneticsCL-SPMd state.
Consequently we chose our model based on three Ising sys-
tems such that it described the hexagonal symmetry of the
compound having three magnetic ions in orthorhombic point
symmetry, with the above value corresponding to saturation
sin the limit of high CEF energyd. In order to verify this
hypothesis, the expected angular dependencies of possible
moment configurations resulting from such a model will be
compared with our measurements. Furthermore, we will use
our experimental results to refine the model, by considering
multiples of the three Ising-like systems, resulting in more
complex angular dependencies of the calculated magnetiza-
tion and critical field values.

In the P6̄2m space group, TbPtIn assumes a hexagonal
crystal structure, with three Tb3+ ions at equivalent 3g

sorthorhombicd sites. The fact that a strong CEF anisotropy
confines the local moments to the basal plane calls for a two
dimensional model, greatly simplifying the analysis.fA sche-
matic description of an equivalent three-dimensional model
has been introduced for DyAgGesRef. 9dg. Having three
equivalent magnetic moments in orthorhombic point symme-
try, one possible way to achieve the overall hexagonal sym-
metry is by restricting the moments to three of the sixfold
symmetry axes, 60° apart, while allowing for both the “up”
ssolid arrowsd and “down” sdotted arrowsd positions for a
given directionsFig. 14d. Any specific Tb site would, at low
temperatures, behave similar to an Ising system, with each
third of the sites having parallel Ising directions. Thus, each
metamagnetic state of TbPtIn can be described by a multiple
S of three Ising-like systems along threef120g equivalent
directionssthe easy axes for this systemd. We will use↖, ↑,
and ↗ symbols, to denote the orientation of the three mo-
ments in their “up” positions and↘, ↓, and ↙ symbols,
respectively, for the corresponding “down” positions. The
order of the arrows is not meaningful for our model; only the
number of arrows for each orientation is significant for the
net distribution of moments. Moreover, we describe each
metamagnetic state with the minimum-S value moment con-
figuration consistent with the experimental data. However,
higherSvalues are possible for most of the states, and infor-
mation about the wave vectorsse.g., from scattering experi-
mentsd would be required to determine uniqueS values.

Since in our experiments we only measure the projection
of the magnetic moment along the field direction, the angular
dependence of the magnetizationMj per moment of an arbi-
trary three-S-moment configuration is

Mjsud/msatsTb3+d = 1/s3SdFo
i=1

S

mi cossu − 60 °d

+ o
i=1

S

mi cosu + o
i=1

S

mi cossu + 60 °dG ,

whereu is a continuous variable representing the angle be-

FIG. 14. Schematic representation of the three Ising-like sys-
tems modelswith three distinctR’s in the unit cell, sitting in unique
orthorhombic sitesd. Solid arrows: “up” and dotted arrows: “down”
positions of the magnetic moments along the easy axes.
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tween the applied field and the closest easy axiss−30°øu
ø30°d, and the three sums give the magnetization value due
to each of the three directions of the Ising-like systems; the
mi parameters equal ±1, depending on whether a certain mo-
ment is in the “up” s+1d or “down” s−1d position for the
respective direction. We restrict our model description to the
0° øuø30° angular region, which, by symmetry across the
u=0° direction, also describes the −30°øuø0° region.

For S=1, our model corresponds to one set of three such
Ising-like systems. We assume that in high applied fields, the
three magnetic moments occupy the three allowed easy axes
closest to the direction of the field; as the field is lowered, the
metamagnetic transitions occur such that the measured mag-
netization is being decreased withH. In this hypothesis, there
are three distinct moment configurations for the system:
s↖↑↗d for the CL-SPM state,s↘↑↗d for intermediate field
values, ands↘↑↙d for the AF ground state. The above for-
mula yields the following angular dependencies of the result-
ing longitudinal smeasuredd magnetizations: 2/3 cosu,
2 /3 cossu−60°d, and 0, respectively, represented by open
circles in Fig. 15.

Figure 13sbd shows that such a model only describes the
CL-SPM stateMCL-SPMsud /msatsTb3+d=2/3 cosu and the AF
ground stateMAF/msatsTb3+d=0 of TbPtIn; according to the
proposed model, the local moment configurations from
which the above angular dependencies follow ares↖↑↗d
and s↘↑↙d, respectively. It is worth noting that the CL-
SPM magnetization value, calculated based on the above
moment configuration, is 6mB smaller than the measured
6.25mB. One possible explanation is that with increasing
field, the system is slowly approaching the CEF splitting
energy. This is also consistent with the increasing plateaus in
the high-field magnetization data in Fig. 5sad; however, the
extrapolation of these plateaus down toH=0 results in
smaller values for thef120g directions6.13mBd and thef110g

directions5.35mBd, closer to the calculated valuess6.0mB and
Î3/2 6mB=5.2mB, respectivelyd.

To characterize all the other observed metamagnetic
states, largerSvalues are needed, i.e., the local moment con-
figurations are described by an integer multipleS.1 of sets
of three Ising-like systems. Figure 15scrossesd also shows all
possible angular dependencies of the magnetizations result-
ing from such a generalized model whenS=2. By compari-
son with the experimental data, it appears from Fig. 13sbd
that two more metamagnetic states can now be described
with S=2:

M3sud/msatsTb3+d = 2Î3/6 cossu − 30 °d fmoment configurations↖ ↖ ↑↑ ↙ ↗ dg

and

M2sud/msatsTb3+d = 2/6 cosu fmoment configurations↘ ↖ ↑↑ ↙ ↗ dg.

There is still one more metamagnetic stateM1 which
cannot be described within theS=2 model; however, for
most of the angular range, its magnetization has an angular
dependence consistent withM1sud /msatsTb3+d=2/18 cosu.
The cosu dependencesi.e., cos is an even functiond
requires that the moment configuration be symmetric with
respect to theu=0° direction. The simplest possibility is
s↖↑↗d, for which the magnetization varies as 2/3 cosu;
to this, a number of sets of three moments needs to
be added, with zero net magnetizationfe.g., multiples of
s↘↑↙d or s↘↖↑↓↙↗dg, to get a resulting magnetization
amplitude of 2/18. Consequently a minimumS=6 con-

figuration s↘↘↘↘↘↖↑↑↑↑↑↑↙↙↙↙↙↗d or
s↘↘↘↖↖↖↓↓↑↑↑↑↙↙↙↗↗↗d yields the desired
calculated magnetization 2/18 cosu.

Assuming the above net distributions of moments for the
observed metamagnetic states, one can derive the expected
angular dependencies of the critical fields. Comparison be-
tween the data in Fig. 13sad and these calculatedHci,jsud
values will further confirm or refute the net distributions of
moments proposed above.

Since the energy associated with a magnetic momentMW in

an applied fieldHW is MW ·HW ,7 the corresponding energy differ-

enceDEji between metamagnetic statesMi
W andMj

W is

FIG. 15. Calculated magnetizations as a function ofu, based on
the three coplanar Ising model. Open circles:S=1 and crosses:S
=2 ssee text for detailsd.
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DEji = Mj
W ·HW − Mi

W ·HW .

If there is a critical energyEc=DEji to be exceeded for a
metamagnetic transition between statesi and j to occur, than
the critical field value is given by

Hci,j =
Ec

Mj − Mi
,

where Mj and Mi are the measuredsprojections along the
fieldd respective magnetizations. The numerator in the above
expression is angle and field independent, and the angular
dependence ofHci,j follows only from the denominator. In
other words,

Hci,j ,
1

Mj − Mi
.

. Consequently, the expected critical field values, shown as
dotted lines in Fig. 13sad, are

HcAF,1sud , 1/cosu,

Hc1,2sud , 1/cosu,

Hc2,3sud , 1/cossu − 60 °d,

Hc3,CL-SPMsud , 1/cossu + 60 °d

andHc2,CL-SPMsud , 1/cosu.

The reflections across theu=0° direction result from the
above formulas, when substitutingu with −u; moreover,
since cos is an even function, this is equivalent to a change in

sign only for the w in the above expressions written as
1/cossu−wd.

As described above and similar to the analogous study in
the tetragonal compound HoNi2B2C,5 in most cases we used
maxima indM /dH, and not the on-set criterion, to determine
the critical field values, because the magnetizations during
the transition were not always linear; however, comparison
with the calculated critical fields based on the above model is
still appropriate, given that only small departures from lin-
earity were encountered, mostly close to the bordering states
sMi and Mjd. fThe nonlinear change of the magnetization
with increasing field indicates that other factorssi.e., the de-
magnetization factor of the sample,13 coexistence of more
than two phases, nonlinear superposition of the various
statesd may be responsible for the broadening of the transi-
tion.g

Comparison of the measured critical fields and locally
saturated magnetizationsfFigs. 13sad and 13sbd full and open
symbolsg with the calculated values as described above
fFigs. 13sad and 13sbd dotted linesg confirms, in most cases,
the assumed local distribution of moments. However, the
first metamagnetic stateM1 follows well the calculated
2/18msatsTb3+dcossud dependence up tou<25°, after which
it is difficult to determine it with reasonable accuracy. De-
spite the fact that bothHcAF,1 andHc1,2 should depend on this
magnetization value, the former follows the expected angular
dependence fairly well, whereas the latter falls under the
calculated 1/cosu curve. Even though at this point we do not
have a rigorous calculation to support our assumption, we
anticipate that the proximity of the two lowest transitions
requires a calculation with more than two coexisting phases,
which may render a better fit of the observed experimental
data in this region. On the other hand, theHc2,3 and

FIG. 16. Polar plot of the criti-
cal fieldsHci,j, with one possible
moment configuration shown for
each observed metamagnetic state.
Open symbols represent reflec-
tions of the measured data—full
symbols—across theu=0° direc-
tion ssee textd.
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Hc3,CL-SPM critical fields, which have the most evident angu-
lar dependence, are well fitted by the calculated functions
based on the present model. It is thus reasonable to assume
that, whereas possibilities for refining the model exist, in the
simple form that we present here it describes our system
fairly well.

The polar plot in Fig. 16 helps in understanding how the
hexagonal crystal structure of this compound is reflected in
the angular dependence of the metamagnetic phase transi-
tions: similar to the polar phase diagrams for tetragonal com-
pounds HoNi2B2C sRef. 8d or DyAgSb2,

7 when we plot
Hc sinu vs Hc cosu, the phase boundaries become straight
lines, with slopes equal to either ±1/Î3 or `. These slopes
correspond to directions either parallel or perpendicular to
the high symmetry axessi.e., f110g or f120gd in the hexago-
nal structure, just as within the four position clock model the
corresponding phase lines were either parallel or perpendicu-
lar to the tetragonal high symmetry axessf110g or f010gd. As
described in Myerset al.,7 the equations of these straight
lines in polar coordinates can be used to verify the transitions
already discussed: if we substitute the above slope values in
the general formula

Rsud = a/ssinu − b cosud,

for a line with slopeb, we get

Hcsud , 1/cosu for b = `,

Hcsud , 1/cossu − 60 °d for b = − 1/Î3,

or

Hcsud , 1/cossu + 60 °d for b = 1/Î3,

which are consistent with the angular dependencies of the
transitions determined above.

For the most part, the experimental points fall onto the
calculated straight lines, as expected. Some deviations from
the straight lines can be noticed, with the most evident one
for Hc1,2, for which we already emphasized the necessity of a
more complex model. In a similar mannerseven though only
for fewer anglesd, Hc2,3 curves under the calculated straight

line as we move away from thef120g easy axis, while some
even smaller deviations from linearity are apparent inHcAF,1;
this may indicate that special attention needs to be paid in
determining the angular dependence of the critical fields,
when rotating from the proximity of one easy axis to another.

V. TmAgGe

We already reported the basic magnetic properties of
TmAgGe,9 which strongly resemble those of TbPtIn: the
magnetic susceptibility is extremely anisotropicsFig. 17d,
indicating antiferromagnetic order belowTN=4.2 K. The lo-
cal magnetic moments are confined by the strong CEF aniso-
tropy to the basal plane, both below and aboveTN. This can
also be seen in the field-dependent magnetization measure-
ments, shown in Fig. 18, where in-plane anisotropy of the
ordered state is also apparent. Similar to the case of TbPtIn,
several metamagnetic transitions exist for bothH i f110g and
H i f120g; these result in magnetization values of 4.92mB and
4.30mB, respectively, atH=70 kG, far below msatsTm3+d
=7.0mB, whereas for thec direction, the magnetization is
linear and much smaller up to the maximum applied field.
The ratio of the two in-plane magnetizations is
Msf120gd /Msf110gd=0.87, close to the cos 30° value ex-
pected within the model described before for TbPtIn for the
CL-SPM state. However, the two absolute values are larger
than the corresponding ones, calculated from the above
model: Msf110gd=4.67mB and Msf120gd=4.00mB, but the
extrapolation of the high-field plateaus down toH=0 ssolid
lines in Fig. 18d yields magnetizations very close to these
calculated values. As in the case of TbPtIn, the slight in-
crease of the magnetization plateaus after the supposed satu-
ration may be caused by the slow approach of the CEF split-
ting energy.

In calculating the above expected magnetization values,
we assumed the easy axes to be along thef110g-equivalent
directions, based on the directions where maximum magne-
tization values atH=70 kG were achievedsFig. 18d. This is
consistent with the angular-dependent magnetization mea-

FIG. 17. Anisotropic inverse susceptibility of TmAgGessym-
bolsd and the calculated polycrystalline averageslined; inset: low-
temperature anisotropic susceptibilities.

FIG. 18. Anisotropic field-dependent magnetization, with the
solid lines being the linear fits of the high-field plateaus, extrapo-
lated down toH=0 ssee textd.
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surement forH=70 kG shown in Fig. 19, where angleu was
measured from thef110g direction; thus the sixfold symmet-
ric magnetization has maxima occurring for thef110g-
equivalent directionssi.e., for u=n60°, wheren is an inte-
gerd. Consequently, for TmAgGe the angleu will be
measured from the closestf110g easy axis. The comparison
of TmAgGe and TbPtIn indicates that, even though the easy
axes in the two compounds correspond to the two different
sets of sixfold symmetry directions, as we shall see, their
physical properties are very similar.

Around each easy axis, these magnetization measure-
ments follow the cosu angular dependencesthe solid line in

Fig. 19d, as expected within our proposed model. Some dif-
ferences between the experimental datasfilled circles in Fig.
19d and the calculated magnetization could be caused by
small misalignment of the samplesrendering slightly asym-
metric measured peaksd or by the strong interactions between
the local moments. Similar to TbPtIn, this also indicates that
different metamagnetic states crossH=70 kG at different
angles.

From the uMsTduH,u sFig. 20d and uMsHduT,u sFig. 21d
measurements, detailedH-T phase diagrams for this com-
pound can be determined. They are shown in Figs. 22sad and
22scd, for field along thef110g or u=0°, and f120g or u
=30° directions, respectively, with an intermediate-position
u<24° phase diagram in Fig. 22sbd. In the same manner
used for TbPtIn, the points in these phase diagrams have
been obtained from maxima in eitherdsMT/Hd /dT for con-
stant fieldsfull symbolsd or in dM /dH for fixed temperatures
sopen symbolsd.

For H i f110g fFig. 22sadg, at low temperatures the antifer-
romagneticsAFd ground state exists forHø3.1 kG, fol-
lowed by a small intermediate phaseM1 sup to ,4.4 kGd
and a larger stateM2 above. This latest phase extends up to

FIG. 19. Msud of TmAgGe sfull symbolsd at T=2 K and H
=70 kG, H'c. Solid line: calculated magnetizationMmaxcossu
−n60°d, n integer. Note:u=0° is defined at thef110g direction.

FIG. 20. sad MsTd data for H=1, 5 kG and 10–70 kGsDH
=10 kGd for H i f120g, with enlarged high-field data in the inset.sbd
MT derivatives forH=50, 60, and 70 kG, together with the Lorent-
zian fits of the maximassolid linesd, illustrating how the vertical
line in Fig. 22scd was determined for high applied fields.

FIG. 21. MsHd isotherms forT=1.85, 2–4 KsDT=0.25 Kd, 4.2
and 4.6 K for sad H i f120g and sbd H i f110g; insets show the en-
larged data around the metamagnetic transitions.sArrows indicate
direction of increasingT.d
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8.9 kG, after which, at low temperatures, the system reaches
the crystal field-limited saturated paramagnetic CL-SPM
state. As temperature is increased, theM1 phase disappears
around 2.5 K, and a direct transition from theAF to theM2
state occurs at a decreasing critical field value. The upper
phase boundarysfor the M2 to the PM state transitiond also
falls down in field asT increases, such that at very low fields
only one transition is observed close toTN=4.2 K.

As we rotate away from the easy axis, the low-field phase
diagram changes very little, with a small enhancement of the
critical field values towards low temperatures. As field is
being increased,M2 is getting smaller as a new distinct phase
M3 forms. Its upper bordering line appears to have a strong
angular dependence, as can be seen in Figs. 22sbd and 22scd,
similar to the upper-most phase boundary seen in TbPtIn: for
H i f120g fFig. 22scdg, this phase boundary is an almost ver-
tical line at T<4.5 K, up to our maximum applied fieldH
=70 kG. As a consequence, the corresponding points on this
line have been determined fromdsMT/Hd /dT data, as shown
in Fig. 20scd for high fields, and could not be identified in the
field-dependent derivatives. At low temperatures, theHcAF,1

and Hc1,2 valuess3.62 and 4.86 kG, respectivelyd are very
close to the corresponding ones in thef110g direction,
whereas theM2 to M3 transition occurs around 7.0 kG.
These three phase lines merge aroundT=3.0 K, such that for
higher temperatures a single transition occurs at decreasing
fields. This line appears to intersect theH=0 axis around
TN=4.2 K.

The intermediate-orientation phase diagram presented in
Fig. 22sbd allowed us to observe the upper-most phase line
moving down in field at low temperatures, such that foru
<24°, it intersects theT=0 axis close to 40.1 kG. In this
orientation, this phase boundary can be identified in the
MsHd derivative, as shown in Fig. 23 forT=1.85 K. How-
ever, the high-field peak indM /dH is poorly defined, making
the determination of the corresponding critical field value
more difficult. For a more precise estimate, another criterium
was used together with the derivative maxima, as illustrated
in the inset in Fig. 23: the midpointslarge dotd on the
highest-slope linear fitssolid lined of the magnetization data
around the transition. Also shown is the error bar for this
critical field value, as determined from the two criteria used
here.

The fact that this line is now apparent in bothMsTd and
MsHd data is further confirmation that this phase boundary
exists, whereas at lower fields, the only noticeable difference
from theH i f120g direction is the persistence of theM2 state
up to highersi.e., ,3.5 Kd temperatures. A number of simi-
larities between TbPtIn and TmAgGe have already been es-
tablished: same crystal structure, antiferromagnetic ground
state, extremely anisotropic magnetization, in-plane aniso-
tropy and metamagnetism leading to crystal field-limited
saturated magnetizations smaller than the calculated single
ion msat values. As a consequence, we proceed to study the
angular dependence of the planar metamagnetism in
TmAgGe, and subsequently apply the model developed for
TbPtIn to the case of this compound.

When we fix the temperature atT=2 K, the angular de-
pendence of the metamagnetic transitions can be studied
based on theMsHd isotherms shown in Fig. 24. The critical
fields and the locally saturated magnetization valuessfull
symbols in Fig. 25d have been determined as maxima in
dM /dH, and from onset values respectivelyssee the TbPtIn

FIG. 22. H-T phase diagrams
for TmAgGe with sad H i f110g
and scd H i f120g, as determined
from magnetization data in Figs.
20 and 21. sbd Intermediate-
position phase diagramssee textd;
the error bar shown in the inset of
sbd represents the range of values
for the high-field line, as deter-
mined from Fig. 23.

FIG. 23. MsHd for T=1.85 K ssymbolsd, and the corresponding
derivativeslined. The inset shows an enlargement around the high
field transition, to exemplify the two criteria used for determining
this critical field ssee textd. Note: the error bar shown in the inset
sdetermined from the position of the peaks in the derivatived gives a
caliper of the uncertainty in determining this critical field value.
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sectiond. An exception was made forMCL-SPM above 10°, and
the criterion used for determining this state is described be-
low. Moreover, because of the proximity of the first two
transitions, theM1 state is poorly defined; no precise satu-
rated magnetization data could be extracted for this state, but
the phase diagrams in Fig. 22, as well as the angular-
dependent critical fields in Fig. 25sad, are consistent with the
existence of this phase. As before, the open symbols in Fig.
25 represent reflections of the measured data across theu
=0° direction. The TmAgGe measurements allowed us to
determine the critical field and locally saturated magnetiza-
tion values for the full angular ranges−30°øuø30°d; the
resulting somewhat asymmetric datasmost obvious in the
case of theM2 datad maybe due to a small sample misalign-
ment. The experimental datasfull symbolsd together with the
reflectionssopen symbolsd in Fig. 25 give the caliper of the
error bars for these measurements.

For uø10°, two closely spaced metamagnetic transitions
can be seen in Fig. 25sad, with critical fields HcAF,1
=3.0 kG andHc1,2=4.37 kG, respectively, atu=0°, followed
by a third transitionHc2,CL-SPM at ,9.37 kG. It should be
noted that theseHci,j values are slightly different from the

corresponding oness3.10, 4.36, and 8.92 kG, respectively at
T=2.0 K, u=0°d in the H-T phase diagramsfFig. 22sadg, as
they have been determined from two distinct measurements.
Thus small errors in the angular positions±1°d may convert
into small errors in the critical field valuessø3%d.

Somewhat larger differences between the two data sets are
observed foruù10°, specifically forHc3,CL-SPM, which var-
ies more rapidly with the angle than any other critical field.
In this angular region, the two lower transitions occur at
almost the same critical fields as below 10°, whereas the
critical field for the third one slowly decreases with angle, as
a fourth transition appears and rapidly moves up in field.
Consequently, theM1 metamagnetic state changes little with

FIG. 24. MsHd isothermssT=2.0 Kd for sad 0° øuø10°, Du
=2° senlargedM1 state shown in the insetd and sbd 10°øuø30°,
Du=2°. The inset insbd shows the extrapolation of the two higher
metamagnetic states down to lower fields, such that the intersection
with the maximum-slope line gives the magnetization valuesM3

andMCL-SPM: solid dotsssee textd. Arrows indicate increasingu.

FIG. 25. sad Measured critical fieldsHci,j and sbd locally satu-
rated magnetizationsMj sfull symbolsd, as a function of angleu
measured from the easy axis. Open symbols are reflections across
theu=0° directionssee textd. Also shown are the calculated angular
dependencies ofHci,j andMj sdotted linesd. The error bars shown in
the low part ofsbd give the range of values that we can infer forM1

from the data shown in Fig. 24.
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the angle, whereas theM2 state narrows down as the border-
ing critical fields move closer to each other. The fourth tran-
sition being very broad makes the determination of theM3
state fairly difficult. Also, with Hc3,CL-SPM broadening out
and rapidly moving towards our field limitsi.e., 70 kGd, it
was difficult to get a meaningful linear fit of theMsHd curves
during theM3 to CL-SPM transition; instead we used the
intersection of the maximum slope line corresponding to the
M2 to M3 transition, and the best linear fit of the highest
magnetization state, to determineMCL-SPM for uù10° fFig.
24sbd, insetg.

The best fits to the experimentally measured angular de-
pendent data are shown in Fig. 25 as dotted lines. We will
use these fits to infer the net distribution of moments as
multiplesS of three Ising-like systems, similar to the case of
TbPtIn. As mentioned before, we infer that theM1 state
should exist based on the angular-dependent critical fields in
Fig. 25sad, and theT=2.0 K metamagnetic phases revealed
by the phase diagrams in Fig. 22. Consequently, in
Fig. 25sbd we are only showing the expected angular
dependence of such a phase, by analogy with the TbPtIn
case M1

calc/msatsTm3+d=2/18 cosu, which appears to
be the upper limit of these magnetization values, as
indicated by the error bars shown in Fig. 25sbd. As
already seen for TbPtIn, the moment configuration
that would result in such aM1 magnetization is a
S=6 state: s↘↘↘↘↘↖↑↑↑↑↑↑↙↙↙↙↙↗d or
s↘↘↘↖↖↖↓↓↑↑↑↑↙↙↙↗↗↗d. M2sud has a maxi-
mum value at u=0° equal to 2.37mB/Tm3+, close to
2/6msatsTm3+d=s2/6d 7mB/Tm3+, and a cosu angular-
dependence. This suggests that a possible net distribution of
moments for this state, realized with a minimumS=2, could
be s↘↖↑↑↙↗d. If one local moment is flipped from its↙
position to↗ in the previous state, the resulting state could
be described by thes↘↖↑↑↗↗d configuration, whose
magnetization varies as 2Î3/6msatsTm3+dcossu−30°d; this
fits well the measuredM3 data, indicating that the previously
assumed local moment distribution may be appropriate
for this metamagnetic state. When all the magnetic moments
are in their “up” positions, the CL-SPMs↖↖↑↑↗↗d
state is achieved, and the corresponding angular
dependence is 4/6msatsTm3+dcosu. This best describes the
last observed metamagnetic state, which has a maximum of
4.68mB/Tm3+ around u=0°, very close to 4/6msatsTm3+d
=s4/6d 7mB/Tm3+. sAs before, the order of the arrows used
to describe the net distribution of moments has no physical
meaning.d

According to the calculation given in the case of TbPtIn,
for TmAgGe one would also expect the critical fields to vary
with the angleu as

Hci,j ,
1

Mj − Mi
.

Using the net distributions of moments assumed above to
best describe the locally saturated magnetization states, we
expect the following angular dependencies of the critical
fields

HcAF,1sud , 1/cosu,

Hc1,2sud , 1/cosu,

Hc2,3sud , 1/cossu − 60 °d,

Hc3,CL-SPM, 1/cossu + 60 °d,

andHc2,CL-SPMsud , 1/cosu.

The experimental dataffull symbols in Fig. 25sadg are in
good agreement with these calculated critical fields, with
Hc2,CL-SPMsud present only foruø10°, while theHc2,3 and
Hc3,CL-SPM exist only foruù10°. This is consistent with the
presence of theM3 state for angles larger than 10°, even
though experimentally we were only able to accurately de-
termine it foruù16°. sThe bordering transitions of this state
are very close in field whenu is close to 10°, which made the
determination ofM3 in this angular region difficult.d It is
worth pointing out the excellent fit of the measured
Hc3,CL-SPM data with the calculated angular dependency, this
transition showing the most dramatic change with the angle
u.

Apart from the absolute values of the critical fields and
the locally saturated magnetizations, theHcsud and Msatsud
phase diagrams for TmAgGesFig. 25d are identical to the
TbPtIn analogs in Fig. 13: to the same number of critical
fields with identical angular dependencies correspond identi-
cal metamagnetic valuessscaled to the saturated moment of
the respectiveR3+ iond, which also vary similarly with the
angle. This is consistent with our model being indeed a gen-
eral description of the Fe2P-type systems, or even more gen-
erally, of hexagonal systems with theR in orthorhombic
point symmetry.

When theHcsud phase diagram for TmAgGe is converted
into a polar plotsFig. 26d, similar to that for TbPtIn, we
again notice that the phase boundaries are straight lines, with

FIG. 26. Polar plot of the critical fieldsHc, with one of the
possible moment configurations shown for each observed metamag-
netic state.
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±1/Î3 or ` slopes. From the equations of these straight
lines, we can once more confirm the transitions determined
before:

Hcsud , 1/cosu for b = `,

Hcsud , 1/cossu − 60 °d for b = − 1/Î3,

or

Hcsud , 1/cossu + 60 °d for b = 1/Î3.

As already noted, in the case of TmAgGe, we were able to
determine the critical fields from experimental data for
u= –30° to 30°, as seen in the phase diagrams in Fig. 25sad,
as well as in Fig. 26. Slight differences between the expected
straight lines in Fig. 26 and measured critical fields can be
noticed forHc2,3 for angles close to ±30°, or forHc3,CL-SPM
also for large angles; in addition to being a consequence of
small misorientation of the sample, this may indicate, similar
to the TbPtIn case, that a more complex model needs to be
used to describe the regions around the “hard” in-plane di-
rection.

VI. ANGULAR DEPENDENT METAMAGNETISM AT T
=20 K IN TbPtIn

Whereas TmAgGe has fairly simpleH-T phase diagrams,
with all metamagnetic phases present at low temperatures,
the TbPtIn phase diagrams are somewhat more complex,
manifesting an additional intermediate-temperature phaseM4
sFig. 9d. In order to perform a similar angular-dependent
study of this metamagnetic state, a set ofuMsHduu data was
taken atT=20 K. Assuming that all existing transitions have
been identified and are shown in Fig. 9sat least below 20 Kd,
at this temperature theMsHd curves should intersect the
same magnetic phases as in the low temperature case, with
the exception ofM1; instead, the measurements atT=20 K
intersect the bubblelike phaseM4, as seen in the three differ-
ent orientations phase diagrams in Fig. 9.

Figure 27 shows theMsHd isotherms atT=20 K for vari-
ous anglesu. The Mjsud and Hci,jsud phase diagrams have
been determined as described before for TbPtIn or TmAgGe
for T=2 K, and are shown in Fig. 28. It should be noted that,
due to the enhanced temperature, all transitions are broad-
ened, and the locally saturated magnetization plateaus are no
longer horizontal. Both of these facts make the analysis of
these data somewhat harder and more ambiguous.

For uø12° fFig. 28sadg, the lowest transition changes
very little with angle, having a critical field valueHcAF,4
<8 kG. As field is being increased, two more transitions can
be observed for angles lower than 8°, with local minima of
the critical fields, at u=0°, of Hc4,2=16.2 kG and
Hc2,CL-SPM=48.7 kG, respectively. For larger angles, the
highest transition splits into two different ones:Hc2,3 with
decreasing values as we rotate away from the easy axis and
Hc3,CL-SPM, which rapidly increases above our field limitsi.e.,
55 kGd aroundu=12°. It should be noted that we are still
referring to the high-field state atT=20 K as the crystal
field-limited saturated paramagnetic CL-SPM state, even

though it is possible that crossover to the paramagnetic PM
state has occurred between 2 and 20 K at high H.sThis
would be a plausible explanation for the measured magneti-
zation values for this high-field state being, as seen below,
lower than the calculated values.d

The locally saturated magnetization of theM4 state is
equal to,0.25mB/Tb atu=0° and does not appear to change
much with the angle. According to theH-T phase diagrams
in Fig. 9, all higher metamagnetic states are identical at low
sT=2 Kd temperature and atT=20 K; consequently, they
seem to have similar angular dependenciesfFig. 28sbdg: M2
and MCL-SPM have local maxima around 3.3mB/Tb and
5.7mB/Tb, respectively, atu=0°, and slowly decrease with
increasing angle in this region. Beyond,8°, a third meta-
magnetic state should exist, defined by theHc2,3 and
Hc3,CL-SPM critical fields; however, it is difficult to identify it
in this angular region, given the broadness of the bordering
transitions and theHc3,CL-SPM proximity to our field limit.

As we move further away from the easy axisfi.e., u
.12°, Fig. 28sbdg, the lower two metamagnetic states can
again be observed, whereas the CL-SPM state may still exist
for fields larger than 55 kGfalso apparent from theH-T

FIG. 27. MsHd isotherms atT=20 K for sad 0° øuø12° and
sbd 12°øuø30° sDu=1°d. Inset: enlargedM4 state. Arrows indi-
cate the direction of increasingu.
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phase diagram in Fig. 9sbdg. Also, we can now see the third
stateM3 slowly increasing with angleu, similar to the low-
temperature case.

TheT=20 K phase diagramssFig. 28d are very similar to
their low-temperature analogssFig. 13d, except for theM4
state, and some evident differences between the experimental
data and the model calculationssdotted linesd. It was rather
difficult to determine the angular dependencies ofM4 and
M2, therefore we had to infer the possible theoretical fits in a
more indirect way: as we already mentioned, the state de-
scribed byM2 at T=20 K should be the same as the corre-
sponding one at low temperature, since they characterize the
same metamagnetic phase. Therefore we expect it to vary
with the angle as 2/6msatsTb3+dcosu fFig. 13sbdg. For large
angles, this is consistent with the measured data in Fig.
28sbd, whereas significant deviations can be noticed closer to
u=0°. The lower magnetization stateM4 has much smaller
values than any of the states characterized atT=2 K, there-
fore we cannot fit it accurately with a calculated angular
dependence; however, Hc4,2 can be fitted with

16.2 kG 1/cosu and should relate toM4 through

Hc4,2sud , 1/fM2sud − M4sudg

or

1/cosu , 1/f2/6msatsTb3+dcosu − M4sudg.

Thus M4sud should vary asMsat,4cosu, with a locally
saturated magnetizationMsat,4<0.25msatsTb3+d, but, as al-
ready mentioned, it is difficult to determine it with reason-
able accuracy. However, the corresponding local moment
configuration should be similar to the low-temperature one,
in order to get the cosu dependence, except that the number
S of three Ising-like systems which would yield the appro-
priateMsat,4 value is uncertain.

All other locally saturated magnetizations and critical
fields can be best fitted with the same angular dependencies
as for the low-temperature case:

M3sud = 2Î3/6msatsTb3+dcossu − 30 °d,

MCL-SPMsud = 4/6msatsTb3+dcosu,

and

HcAF,4 , 1/cosu,

Hc2,3 , 1/cossu − 60 °d,

Hc2,CL-SPM, 1/cosu,

Hc3,CL-SPM, 1/cossu + 60 °d.

FIG. 28. sad Measured critical fieldsHci,j and sbd locally satu-
rated magnetizationsMj sfull symbolsd, as a function of angleu, for
T=20 K. Open symbols are reflections across theu=0° direction.
Also shown are the calculated angular dependencies ofHci,j andMj

sdotted linesd.

FIG. 29. Polar plot of the critical fieldsHci,j, with one possible
moment configuration shown for each observed metamagnetic state
sexcept forM1, where the moment configuration is uncertain—see
textd. Open symbols represent reflections of the measured datasfull
symbolsd across theu=0° direction.
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Apart from the already mentioned differences between the
measured data and the calculated curves, small departures
from the corresponding theoretical angular dependencies can
be noticed forM3sud andHc2,3; a more significant difference
appears for the saturated magnetization stateMCL-SPMsud,
which seems to have the expected angular dependence, but
with smaller values than the calculated ones. This may be a
high-temperature effectsi.e., crossover from low-T CL-SPM
state to high-T paramagnetic PM stated, or it may be one
more indication that a more refined model is needed.

A polar plot analogues to the low-temperature casesFig.
29d shows that atT=20 K, the critical fields are still well
described by straight lines, but with more pronounced differ-
ences between experiment and the theoretical calculations.
We attribute these to the thermal broadening at this tempera-
ture, but, as already seen in the low-temperature case, a re-
quirement for a more complex model cannot be excluded.

VII. SUMMARY

Motivated by the extensive work done on highly aniso-
tropic local moment systems with tetragonal unit cells and
unique rare-earth sites of tetragonal point symmetry, we have
performed detailed studies on two highly anisotropic, local
moment, hexagonal compounds TbPtIn and TmAgGe.
Whereas both of these compounds are ternary members of
the Fe2P class of materials, they have different ligands. In
addition, whereas both of these compounds manifest extreme
planar anisotropy, they have different easy axes:f120g for
TbPtIn andf110g for TmAgGe. Even with these differences
we have found that these two compounds have very similar
H-T as well asH-u phase diagrams.

TbPtIn and TmAgGe have a single rare-earth site with
orthorhombic point symmetryswith three rare-earth sites per
unit celld and both compounds have high-field saturated mo-
ments well below the single ion values. These two observa-
tions, combined with our experience with the four position
clock model that was developed for the tetragonal com-
pounds with rare earths in tetragonal symmetry, lead us to
propose a similar model for these Fe2P-type compounds: a
triple coplanar Ising model, which consists of three Ising-like
moments per unit cell, with their Ising axes within the basal
plane and rotated by 60° with respect to each other. This
model preserves the sixfold symmetry at high fields and also
explains why the saturated moments are significantly lower
than the free ion values. By analyzing the magnitudes and
angular dependencies of the critical metamagnetic fields, as
well as the locally saturated magnetizations within the
framework of this model, we can infer the net distribution of
moments along the six possible moment orientations. How-
ever, field-dependent neutron diffraction or magnetic x-ray
measurements are needed to test these hypothetical net dis-
tributions of moments and to obtain the propagation vectors
for each magnetically ordered state.sSome preliminary ex-
periments on TbPtIn have already been reported,14 confirm-
ing the two low-field ordering temperatures that we observed
in the magnetization measurements. Moreover, the neutron
data are consistent with our inferred direction of the mo-
ments.d

The successful extension of the four state clock model to
the current triple coplanar Ising-like model implies that a
wider set of local moment compounds with planar anisotropy
can be understood in a similarly simple manner. Clearly te-
tragonal unit cell compounds with the rare earth in ortho-

FIG. 30. Plausible models for extremely anisotropic, planar compoundsssee textd with sad, sbd tetragonal andscd–sed hexagonal unit cells.
The numbers are used to identify the different magnetic moments in the unit cell.sad Four position clock model describing tetragonal systems
with oneR in tetragonal point symmetry.sbd Double coplanar Ising-like model: for orthorhombic point symmetry in tetragonal unit cell, two
magnetic moments would be necessarysIsing-like systems, 90° away from each other in the basal planed. scd Six position clock model: one
magnetic moment with six possible orientationssarrows along six high symmetry orientations in the basal planed. sdd Triple coplanar
Ising-like model: threeR ions in unique orthorhombic point symmetry are needed in a hexagonal compoundsthree Ising-like systems, 60°
away from each other in the basal planed. sed A double coplanar three position clock model can describe hexagonal systems with two
magnetic moments in unique trigonal point symmetry position, with three possible orientationss120° away from each other in the basal
planed for each. In all cases, the corresponding CL-SPM statessdescribed in textd are represented by full arrowssapplied field is assumed to
be vertically upd.
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rhombic point symmetry could be expected to behave in a
manner similar to TbPtIn and TmAgGe, i.e., to form a class
of double coplanar Ising model materials. In a similar man-
ner, hexagonal unit cell compounds with the rare earth in
hexagonal point symmetry could be expected to behave in a
manner similar to HoNi2B2C sRef. 5d or DyAgSb2,

7 i.e., to
form a class of six position clock model materials. Hexago-
nal unit cell materials may offer one other, potentially new
class of materials: highly planar anisotropic compounds with
the rare earth in trigonal point symmetry. In this case we
anticipate a double coplanar three position clock model.
Such compounds would have two magnetic sites, each
with three possible positions 120° apart. Figure 30 gives

schematic representations of all expected five models de-
scribed above.
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